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SWYM—STILL WATERS YOUTH MINISTRY

You’ve Been Flocked!
When a flock of pink plastic flamingos mysteriously lands on your property, you
might be a “victim” of a fundraiser for Still Waters Youth Ministry! With their bright

“Flocking is fun...and it’s

pink plastic plumage, long legs and necks and hooked bills, flamingos cannot be

fund-raising for SWYM.

mistaken for any other type of bird. When they land on your property, you will

Funds raised are used

know it! Flamingos are social birds that like to hang out in groups….just like the

to kindle the sparks of

Still Waters Youth Group! And, just like SWYM, for flamingos, home is where the
food is! But don’t worry, this flock of fabulously faithful feathered flamingoes will

leadership among our

not need any special care or feeding during their stopover in your yard. And they

youth through project

will be rescued shortly, disappearing almost as mysteriously as they arrived!

work, group activities,

How to Flock a Friend

conferences, outreach

You can flock a friend for a donation of $25 or more. Upon receipt of your order

and more.”

form identifying your friend (victim) and a donation, youth from the Still Waters

- Andrew Jones

Youth Ministry (along with chaperones) will secretly place a Flock of Flamingos in
the front yard of the victim's house. Birds and signs will be delivered in the evening
of the date requested (depending upon the availability of the flock) and will remain
in the yard for 24 hours. A notice will be attached explaining the removal policy
and explaining the option to “forward” the Flock to another victim….friend!

Land the Flock

The Flock Supports Still Waters Youth Ministry…...You Can Too!



Have fun!



Surprise your friends!



Make memories!



Support SWYM!

Flamingo
Insurance
You may buy insurance for the
entire flocking season! Without
insurance, remember, you could
be flocked several times!


PRE-FLOCKING
INSURANCE: Coverage for
people who have not yet
been flocked is $20.00. You
will be protected throughout
the entire flamingo season.

Be Ware! A flock may be on its way to a yard near you!


Catch the Flamingo Fever!
No matter your personal feelings about the pick plastic lawn flamingo—and everyone every one does have an opinion—it’s hard to suppress a smile when you see
a yard full of these brightly colored creatures! Catch the fever and flock someone
today!

POST-FLOCKING
INSURANCE: If you have
already been flocked and do
not wish to look at any more
beady-eyed flamingos, you
may purchase coverage for a
donation of $10.00 to insure
no future flocking.

Flocking is a friendly lawn greeting to celebrate a birthday, anniversary, graduation, retirement, or “just because”. Flocking is by reservation only and flamingos
are limited, so plan ahead!
We hope you have FUN with us as we raise funds for the our youth budget. If you
have any questions or want to plan a landing, please contact The Leader of the
Flock (Andrew).

About Flock Removal
The SWYM Flamingos will be removed from their “landing site” by the Still Waters

For Your Protection

Youth Ministry within 24 hours of placement. Flock removal does not require payment, but if you would like to make a donation to the Still Waters Youth Ministry, it
would be greatly appreciated! A donation of $20.00 or more can get the flamingos
forwarded to the yard of another friend. Requests for flock migration can be made by
contacting The Leader of the Flock (Andrew).

About Our Special Flock
Flamingos are precious to us and we want to keep them safe and healthy for a long
time to come. Please protect them during their stay so that others can enjoy a visit
from this fabulous flock!

The Leader of the Flock
For more information or to schedule a landing, contact Andrew
Jones at Still Waters Church:
andrew@stillwaterschurch.com
314-691-7378

